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SNAIDERO USA CHOSEN AS SOLE KITCHEN CABINETRY PROVIDER FOR
SUNNY ISLES’ ULTRA-LUXURY CHÂTEAU BEACH RESIDENCES
LOS ANGELES, CA. -- June 2016 - Snaidero USA, the leader in North American imports of
European kitchen cabinets, has been chosen as the exclusive kitchen cabinetry provider for the
Château Beach project in Sunny Isles Beach. The 33-story, 81-unit beachfront residences are a
product of Argentine’s leading developer Château Group. Château Beach is the most recent
luxurious property in the US market that has been added to Château Group’s growing portfolio.
To compliment the exquisite interiors of the tower the Snaidero LOOK kitchen model was
chosen for all 81-units. Château Group meticulously selected LOOK in a stunning custom
Mother of Pearl White finish. The kitchen line was designed by Italian creator and 2015 Good
Design™ Award winner, Michele Marcon, and is one of Snaidero’s newest cabinetry lines. LOOK
features a minimalist yet intimate design that is available in a variety of custom options and
elegant details that blend the kitchen into the living area. This composition facilitates a livable
and harmonizing space that Château Beach promises to its residents.
Built at the center of protected park land, the project will have over 22,000 square feet of
sophisticated indoor and outdoor amenities – including a Wine Lounge, a Cigar Bar, and a
wellness center - to rival those of the world’s finest resorts. The building’s design and
architecture created by international architecture firm Arquitectonica, is inspired by the nearby
beach dunes and the crystalline luminosity of the ocean waves that the tower will overlook.
Snaidero USA was uniquely qualified for the Château Beach complex because of its extensive
experience working with developers in Florida and the Company’s exceptional quality of
products and customer service. Snaidero USA has completed over 55 projects in Florida and 170
total developments throughout the United States, Canada, and Central America, with more
than 43,000 units installed to date. Snaidero USA has been dedicated throughout its 65 years to
eco-sustainable materials and processes while delivering tailor made solutions.

“We are very honored to contribute to the high quality of living of Château Beach and work
with Château Group, one of the few distinguished luxury developers of luxury residential
communities”, stated Giulio Petrilli, VP of Multi-housing.
###

About Snaidero USA:
Snaidero USA is the exclusive North American distributor of Snaidero kitchen cabinets, for
almost 40 years, Snaidero USA has offered the finest in luxury Italian kitchen design to North
America and Central America through a retail network of 21 showrooms. Snaidero USA also
serves the multi-housing industry, partnering with top developers like, Howard Hughes
Corporation, Fortune International Group, Turnberry, AEG, ASPAC Developments and the CMC
Group, for over 170 projects completed to date. Today, under the leadership of its President,
Comm. Dario Snaidero, Snaidero USA is the leader in North-American imports of European
kitchen cabinets. Through its Snaidero USA Living collection, the company also offers made-inItaly furniture for bathrooms, closets, bedrooms, living rooms and dining rooms. The kitchens
are made of eco-friendly, non-toxic materials through production processes with limited impact
towards the environment. Snaidero USA is a member of the US Green Building Council. For
more information, please visit www.snaidero-usa.com.
About Snaidero R. SpA (Italy):
Founded in 1946, Snaidero is Italy’s leading manufacturer of high-end kitchen cabinets. A
wealth of experience built over 70 years of tradition and innovation. Always at the forefront of
style and innovation, Snaidero partners with world-renowned artists, architects, and industrial
designers, such as Ferrari stylist Pininfarina, international architect Massimo Iosa Ghini and
acclaimed Italian designers Lucci and Orlandini, to create top-of-the-line products
manufactured with environmental responsibility.

About Château Group:
Château Group is a leading real estate development company with over 35 years of experience
in residential, commercial and mixed-use projects in the United States and South America as
part of its portfolio.
Château Group has extensive experience in southern Florida’s most prestigious communities.
Previous developments include, 900 Biscayne Bay Residences located across from the American
Airlines Arena in Downtown Miami, with adjacent land for future development. Its portfolio
includes prime locations for additional development throughout South Florida.

Properties developed by Château Group in Buenos Aires, Argentina include Alto Palermo, and
Alto Avellaneda retail shopping centers (anchored by a Walmart Supercenter, the first one to be
brought by the Developer to Argentina), and two of the highest profile residential projects in
the city: Torre Château Libertador and Torre Château Puerto Madero.
In Punta del Este, a globally recognized luxury resort city in Uruguay, Château Group is the
residential market leader. Its exceptional properties on the Mansa coastline include Le Jardin,
Beverly Tower, Coral Tower, and Millenium Tower.

